
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of staff system engineer. To join our growing team, please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for staff system engineer

Translate the design and test requirements into comprehensive analytic tools,
test plan documents, and procedures
Reduce large amounts of data into a concise summary, create high quality
presentations of the research, form conclusions based on results, and clearly
articulate recommended actions
Serve as an expert in system level performance of key sub-systems related to
laser light generation, amplification, and controls
Serves as a seasoned professional who applies, analyzes, and interprets a
variety of standard theories, concepts, methods, and techniques to a wide
range of issues over multiple variables within a single technical area using
imaginative practical solutions
Analyzes system performance against requirements, and documents results
Audits fully the designs and analyses of other team members
Leads the development of basic design parameters and architecture, and will
carry a design from the conceptual stage through implementation and
deployment
Works closely with cross-functional groups (engineers and scientists,
worldwide customer support personnel, manufacturing personnel, upper
management, marketing, external customers)
Documents resultant designs with written theory of operation descriptions,
procedures, and training materials
Analyzes and communicates customer needs and reconciles these with
management needs

Example of Staff System Engineer Job Description
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Extensive experience with design and development of a database storage
subsystem, distributed transaction processing, metadata management, or
high availability features is required
Experience in in-memory database with multi-core optimization a plus
Experience in TCP/IP and RDMA a plus
Proficient at server processor’s application scenario and system solution, such
as WEB SERVER, BIG DATA (HADOOP+JAVA), DATABASE and HPC
Familiar with mutual interactions among server’s internal subsystems or
functional modules, good knowledge on how to improve interaction
performance or efficiency among subsystems or functional components
Good knowledge on software programming model and ecosystem of Cloud-
Server, familiar with server’s software design kit (libraries and functions, such
as DPDK or Open Data Plane)


